12. One indicator that many professing Christians don’t take the
warnings serious is because if someone says something about false
teachers/religions they are labeled what?

sphere where we can experience the benefits of God’s love?
26. What builds us up?
27. The word, “perfect” in 2 Timothy 3:16-17 means what?

13. Satan confuses the issue by trafficking in what?
28. The Word of God causes what?
14. Satan loves to mask himself as an angel of light and work through
what/who?

29. Do you read your Bible?

15. A scoffer or a mocker is someone who laughs at or makes light of
what?

30. What is the second necessary ingredient to remain in the sphere
of God’s love?

16. Peter says in 2 Peter 3:5 that scoffers are willingly what?

31. What is the expression of genuine dependance on God?

17. What does the use of the word, “soulish” tell us about the
apostates?

32. What does the phrase, “praying in the Spirit” have NOTHING
to do with?

18. The phrase, “these who separate themselves or cause divisions” is
used to refer to people who think they are what?

33. Praying in the Spirit is synonymous with praying in what?

19. From verse 19 we see that apostates don’t even have who?

34. The third necessary ingredient to remain in the sphere of God’s
love is to focus on...?

20. What is the second key concept that Jude presents for us to
flourish in the midst of apostasy?

35. What kind of perspective does it give us when we focus on
Christ and His return?

21. What is the main verb in verse 20?

36. Not only do we need to “realize” and “remain” but we also need
to what?

22. The main phrase could be rendered, “Keep yourselves in the
sphere...” of what?
23. When Jude says, “Keep yourselves in the love of God” is he
talking about salvation?

37. In verses 22-23, Jude’s point is that we ought to rescue people
who are in danger of being trapped by who?
38. Of the three types of people Jude speaks of, group #1 needs
mercy and compassion because they are troubled by what?

24. When we go astray, we remove ourselves from the place where we
can experience the benefits of what?

39. Group #2 needs what?

25. What is the first way that you and I can keep ourselves in the

40. Why should group #3 be approached with great caution?

41. Our attitude toward the person who is honestly seeking the truth
but is also looking into false teaching should be very aggressive what?
42. The second group is not the confused, doubter, but the what?
43. The third group is what?
44. What is the fourth thing we need to do to flourish in the midst of
apostasy?
45. What are we suppose to relax in?
46. Will a true believe ever “stumble” over Christ, reject Him and be
doomed?
47. Why do we not have to worry about cowering in God’s presence
and how is it possible for us to stand before Him with joy?

48. Do you know Jesus Christ as your personal Lord and Savior?

Remember: Your responsibility, by God’s enabling, is to consistently apply the
divine principles and truths you have heard (Philippians 2:12-13; I Timothy 4:79; James 1:22-27). As you meditate on this message, ask yourself these
questions:
¼How does God want my beliefs/actions to change?
¼How can I accomplish this change?
¼What is the first step toward bringing about this change?

(A Cassette Tape of This Sermon is Available. Order Forms are located in the foyer
of the church in the middle entrance)

FLOURISHING IN THE MIDST OF APOSTASY
Jude 17-25
The following are questions designed to facilitate greater learning
and deeper understanding of spiritual truths presented in the sermon
“Flourishing In The Midst of Apostasy” All of the questions are
answered as the sermon is presented. We hope that it will be a
catalyst to spiritual growth in your life.
1. The subject matter of the letter Jude is what?
2. An apostate is someone who has been exposed to the truth of God,
hangs around the truth for a while and then does what?
3. The cleverest lie is the lie closest to the what?

4. Jesus called apostate false teachers, wolves in what?
5. Jude tells us in verses 17-25 how genuine believers can flourish
in the midst of what?
6. The first thing that Jude tells us to do in response to apostasy is
what?
7. According to 2 Corinthians 11:13-15 Satan himself is
transformed into an angel of what?
8. Paul said in I Timothy 4:1 that in the latter times some shall
depart from the what?
9. Does Satan have his own doctrine?
10. Who, besides Jesus and Jude, warned against false teachers?

11. In essence what Jude is saying is that we should do what with the
words spoken by the Apostles?

